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on april 21, 2019, it was announced that netflix would be streaming pokmon. it was later revealed that the anime would be based on the fifth generation of pokmon, which is also known as the "game boy" generation. the 10-part japanese-produced anime series will be released internationally on the
streaming service in conjunction with pokkén tournament: official smash bros. card game and pokkén tournament dx announcement. pokkén tournament dx will be nintendo's first non-switch exclusive multiplayer video game for the system. along with its announcement, nintendo also revealed that it will be

developed by bandai namco studios and published by nintendo for the nintendo switch. the game released in japan on may 29, 2019, and in australia the same day, it was later added to the eshop on may 30 and internationally on june 18. the game was announced on september 4, 2019, at the nintendo
world championships in san francisco. the game is based on pokkén tournament and pokkén tournament dx with a wide range of new features, a new single-player mode, and content available on the switch online subscription service. [3] in 2020, there is no fixed release date for pokkén tournament dx

outside japan, but it is expected to be released in 2020. with nintendo's recent focus on video game based card and collectible game, pokkén tournament dx is the first nintendo released game to include collectible items in the form of figurines. pokkén tournament dx will have eight fighters, four for each
fighter class, one to choose from from the pokkén fighter line.
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on july 26, 2017, the first trailer for the pokmon: black and white dub was revealed on cartoon network india's official youtube channel. the trailer contained snippets of the new season's opening and ending themes. the trailer revealed that the new dub will be narrated by prasad barve, while vrajesh hirjee
will be voicing ash ketchum. the trailer also confirmed that the dub will use the same voice actors as the english dub of the new series. [11] the trailer also revealed that the series will have three episodes per week, and that it will be available in hindi, english, tamil, telugu, malayalam, kannada, bengali,
marathi, gujarati, oriya, malayalam and malay. the trailer also contained a small message to the viewers, hinting that they would be able to watch home is where the start is! in the dub. [12] the trailer was first aired on july 26, 2017. on august 3, 2017, cartoon network india uploaded the dub's opening

theme, titled "pokmon bring it on!", on their official youtube channel. [13] the opening theme was released to the public on august 6, 2017. [14] on august 9, 2017, cartoon network india uploaded the dub's ending theme, titled "heartbeat pokkèmon", on their official youtube channel. the dub's opening and
ending themes were released to the public on august 10, 2017. [15] on september 19, 2017, cartoon network india uploaded the pokmon: black and white dub's first episode on their official youtube channel. the episode, titled "a new beginning", aired on september 20, 2017. [16] the dub started airing on

september 21, 2017. 5ec8ef588b
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